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Biblical & Hebraic Insights: 

 physically pressing the edge - כשף •

 like pressing the edge - שף-כ •

• Mic 5:11 - something done with the hands. 

• Usually referring to extracting something like milk from a cow, oil from a plant, etc. in 
scripture.  

  

Spiritual/Intuitive Insights:  
This morning I woke up thinking about how the things we put in our bodies, even to an atomic level, that 
Yahuwah did not put in them himself are the sorceries the Bible speaks of. 
I found myself subconsciously theorizing about what this means.  Here is what my thoughts were. 
• Medication that introduces nonhuman elements is sorcery because they change the natural 

makeup of the body. 
• Removing standard parts (not the things that don't belong like cancers, tumors, growths, and 

nodules, but the things that do, like thyroids and other internal organs) of the body might be 
considered sorcery for the same reason. 

• The point is that adding and removing elements to the human body changes it from its God-
created or natural state to an unnatural state. Thus, a human without the proper levels of an 
element, such as O2 for example, becomes ill or die. Likewise, adding an unnatural element like 
lithium, will have unnatural effects on the body by altering its composition. This is "sorcery". 

• All this means is that when we create a condition that is not managed by God's natural order, it 
will not be healed by God either. If the presence of lithium is the cause of disease than an 
unnatural or ungodly force must also cure the disease such as another element not present in the 
human body or the removal of an organ that helps maintain human element composition.  

• Sometimes it is as simple as stopping use of the unnatural thing because what is like God (natural 
bodily functions) continues to abide in His law, flushing out unnatural things from the body. Any 
permanent changes made by the unnatural thing will have to be cured in another unnatural way. 

• On the other hand, when illness is caused by defect, or truly natural causes and not the 
introduction of the unnatural, healing such as was done in Yashua's days can occur. 

• Unfortunately, what we define as genetic disorders exist. It is the passing down of imbalances 
from one generation to another, so many people are born with an unbalanced molecular makeup.  

• This is not heaven verses hell or good verses bad, but the science of creation. Like things manage 
like things. Yahuah is the God of the living... He does not deal in the things that are dead such as 
atomic elements which he did not give life or give to life, such as lithium and nuclear material. 

• Another way to view it is that when the dead atomic elements are added to a human, it began to 
also "kill" the human, making the human more like itself, dead. 
Thus, Israel was instructed not to eat animals that are impartial to what it eats... Pigs, prey birds, 
etc. 

• Numbers help us understand the process of molecular alteration.  
o  אחד, meaning unite, identifies the first step in the process of molecular alteration. 

Combining the natural with the unnatural. 
o שני, meaning change, is the second step of molecular alteration. Mixing two unlike things 

causes change in the molecular makeup of living organisms. 
o שלש, indicating a reactionary effect, I. E. "press guide press".  This change causes a chain 

reaction that creates changes in human function. 
• All this stems from כשף, the physically pressing or manipulating the limits of things. In case of 

disease and medicine, it is physically manipulating human composition by introducing extracted 
elements to or extracting elements from the human body.  

 


